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Boggino [B] , Heisenberg type Lie –
Lie , $\text{ }$ Einstein
. , $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}1_{\backslash }^{r}$ one ,
, Dalllek-Ricci space . ,
Einstein , Darnek-Ricci space –
Lie . , $\{\mathfrak{n}, \langle, \rangle_{\mathfrak{n}}\}$ 2-step
nilpotent Lie , $a$ – , $A$ $a$
. $\mathfrak{n}$ $\delta,$
$\partial$
’ $\mathfrak{n}$ t) . $k\in \mathbb{R}^{+}$
, $\alpha$ $\mathfrak{n}$ .$f$ .




$\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}}\mathfrak{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\circ \mathrm{n}$ , $\mathfrak{n}$ $a$
$\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{k}}(\cdot 4; \mathfrak{n}):=\mathfrak{n}\cross_{J}\cdot\alpha$ Lie . $a$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{\mathrm{t}1}$ $\langle A, .\prime 3\rangle$ $=1$
, $\triangleleft_{k}^{\ulcorner(}.A;\mathfrak{n}$ ) $\langle, \rangle$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{\text{ } }$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{\mathfrak{n}}$ .
$\text{ }$ Lie $\{\mathfrak{s}_{k}(-\angle 1’;\mathfrak{n}), \langle , \rangle\}$
Lie $\mathrm{b}_{k}^{\gamma}(-\prime 4;\mathfrak{n})$ 9 $\{^{\mathrm{t}_{)}^{\gamma}}\llcorner k(arrow 4.\cdot \mathfrak{n})"\zeta y\}$ Boggino-
Damek-Ricci type space ( , BDR,-type space) . , BDR
type spa,ce Einstein
, [M], [Y] . ,
BDR-type space .
, $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{R}$-type $\mathrm{f}\supset^{1}\mathrm{P}\mathrm{a}$ } $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}$ $k$
, , BDR-type space nilpotent part Lie
. ,
$($ $000$ $A004$ $B(^{\mathrm{Y}},0^{-}’$ $)$
1069 1998 63-72 63
( , $A,$ $B,$ $C$ , $\prime r?\cross-’\gamma l,$ $m\cross l,$ $\gamma\tau\cross l$ )
$(n?1l+\iota l+\uparrow ll)$ 2-step nilpotent Lie $\mathfrak{n}(\uparrow\iota, \uparrow 7?, \mathit{1}.;\mathbb{R})$ ,
Lie . ,
2 $(\uparrow l?\gamma\iota+\uparrow 7\mathrm{t}l+n.l)$ 2-step nilpotent Lie $\mathfrak{n}(\uparrow l, \cdot n?, l_{\mathrm{t}}\mathbb{C})$
, Lie . , HHeisenberg type
Lie , nilpotent part BDR.-type $‘ \mathrm{b}_{- 1^{\mathrm{J}c1\mathrm{c}}}^{\backslash }’.\mathrm{e}l$
.
$\text{ }+\text{ }\mathrm{t}+\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{\text{ }k}3.\geq 2S\frac{1\{}{\sqrt{2}}(.k>k(A\cdot, \mathfrak{n}\frac{(\uparrow?1}{\sqrt{2}})’ \text{ }).),$
$g\}$ ( )
Theorem 4.3 $\{S_{k}(A\text{ }4,\cdot \mathfrak{n}(\gamma l, ??\iota, l;\mathbb{C})), g\}$ ( )
$k\geq 1(k>- 1)$ .
$‘ \int.2$ , BDR-typ $(^{\lrcorner}$ spa,ce .
\S 3 , $\mathrm{W}()\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}[l\mathrm{V}]$
Theorern 3.1 (Wolter) $\mathfrak{n}_{1}^{\prime 11}$. $2\iota+1$
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}1$) $\mathrm{e}1^{\backslash }\mathrm{g}$ algebra \rightarrow
$\text{ }.\text{ }\geq\frac{-_{1}}{\sqrt{2}}k\frac{\{1}{\sqrt{2}})6_{k}\mathfrak{n})\gamma\}\text{ }.’ \mathit{9}$
( )
, , 3.2 .
, 3.2 .
\S 4 , Boggino ( , BDR-type space ,
$()$ )
.) – , .
Theorem 4.2 $\mathfrak{n}$ $|J_{Z}V|\leq|Z||V|$ for all $V\in()$ and $Z\in 3$
$f_{\mathrm{t}}\grave{\iota}$
, $k\geq 1$ , BDR.-type spa,ce $\{_{k}^{\mathrm{t}^{\gamma}},_{-},.(A;\mathfrak{n}), g\}$ $()\supset$
.
, $\{S_{k}(\mathit{4}4;\mathfrak{n}(n, t\eta, l,\cdot \mathbb{C})), g\}$ , 42
.
2 $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}^{-}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}$-Ricci type spaces
, BDR-type space .
Definition2.1. Lie $\{_{\check{2}^{i}k}(A;\mathfrak{n}), \langle, \rangle\}$
Lie $S_{k}(A4;\mathfrak{n})$ $g$ $\{S_{k}(A;\mathfrak{n}), g\}$ Boggill $(-$
Da,lllek-Ricci type space ( , BDR,-type space) .
$J$ : $\partial’arrow \mathrm{E}nd(\mathfrak{h})$
$\langle.J_{Z}l/r_{1}, \iota\nearrow_{2}\rangle=\langle Z, [l/_{1,2}^{r}\mathcal{V}’.]\rangle$ for all $\iota_{/’}^{r_{1}}.,$ $|_{\mathit{2}}’,r.\in \mathrm{t}$) and $Z\in\partial$’
64
. , $J_{Z}$ skew-synnnteric . ,
,E 2-step nilpotent Lie $\mathfrak{n}$ .
Definition 2.2. 2-step $11\mathrm{i}1_{\mathrm{P}^{()}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ Lie $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}}111\supset \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}$ type
, $J$
$J_{Z^{2}}=-|Z|^{2}id$ for all $Z$ in $\partial$’
.
Definition 2.3. $\mathfrak{n}$ Heisenberg type Lie , $k=1$ BDR-type $-\mathrm{b}.1$) $\mathrm{a}|\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}\epsilon-\backslash$
$\{_{\llcorner k(}^{\mathrm{t}_{\rangle}^{\urcorner}}A;\mathfrak{n}), g\}$ $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{a}\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}$-Ricci space .
$\mathfrak{n}$ Heisenberg type- , ‘.
Lenuna 2.4. $|\nearrow,$ $V^{J}\in \mathfrak{d},$ $Z,$ $Z’\in\sim$ , .
(i) $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(ad_{V})^{\perp}=J_{3}V$ .
(ii) $|V|=\perp$ , $ad_{V}$ $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{o}d_{V})^{\perp}$ 3 $J\backslash$ .
(iii) $|J_{Z}V|=|V||Z|$ .
(iv) $\langle J_{Z}V, Jz1\nearrow’\rangle=|Z|^{2}\langle V, V’\rangle$ .
(v) $\langle J_{Z}V, .J_{Z^{J}}V\rangle=|V|^{\mathit{2}}\langle Z,. Z^{l}\rangle$ .
(vi) $[\iota\nearrow, Jz\iota\nearrow]=|V|^{2}Z$ .
(vii) $.J_{Z}J_{Z^{;}}+J_{z^{\prime]}z}=-2\langle Z, Z’\rangle$ .
, [CDKR,3-4] . .
BDR-type space $\{S_{k}(\mathit{4}4, \mathfrak{n}), g\}$ Levi-Cevita, $\nabla$ $h_{\{}’$. $\prime J$
.
Leinma 2.5. (i) $V_{1},$ $V_{2}\in \mathfrak{v}$ . $Z_{1}$ . $Z_{2}\in\partial’\cdot t_{1}.$ . $?_{2}’.\in \mathbb{R}$ ,
.
$\nabla_{V_{1++1}}z_{1}\Gamma\wedge 4(\iota/’.+\mathit{2}z\mathit{2}+\uparrow_{2}^{\urcorner}\wedge 4)$ $=$ $- \underline{.\frac{1}{)}}.Jz_{1}\mathrm{t}/^{r}.-\frac{- 1}{\cup\rangle}.jZ\mathit{2}.’ \mathit{2}]’,r1-..\frac{\rfloor}{)}k\gamma_{\mathit{2}}.\iota^{r}\text{ }/\iota$
$+‘ \frac{1}{2}[\iota/^{r_{1}},1/^{r}.]\mathit{2}-\mathrm{A}\cdot\gamma_{\mathit{2}}-.z_{1}$
$+ \frac{1}{2}k$ $\langle 1_{1}//r, \iota/_{\mathit{2}}^{r}\rangle A+h\cdot\langle z1\cdot, z_{2}.\rangle./\{’$.
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(ii) $-\lambda_{1}’=l_{1}^{r},’+Z_{1}+\uparrow.\mathit{4}4$ . $\wedge\lambda^{\nearrow\prime}\mathit{2}=\iota,r_{\mathit{2}}.+Z_{\mathit{2}}$. $(|_{1}’,. \mathrm{t}_{\sim}’.)\in\iota 1$ .
$Z_{1\mathit{1}}$. $Z_{\mathit{2}}\in \mathit{0}$” $?\cdot\cdot\in \mathbb{R}$ ) $\pi$ $h-.\mathrm{x}\cdot(/\tau)$ ,
.
$\kappa_{k}(\pi)$ $=$ $- \frac{3}{4}|[1^{\prime_{1}}, \mathrm{T}’,.’]2+k7^{\cdot}z‘ \mathit{2}|2-\frac{1}{4/}k2\uparrow\urcorner 2|V_{2}|\mathit{2}-\frac{1}{4/}k,\cdot\underline{)}?\cdot|\underline{)}.|Z_{\underline{\rangle}}\underline{y}$
$+ \frac{1}{4}|Jz_{1}V_{2}|2+\frac{1}{4}|Jz\underline{\cdot)}1\mathrm{I}/’|^{\mathit{2}}’-\langle\prime Jz_{1}\iota_{1}^{r}\text{ }\cdot \text{ }, \prime Jz\underline{\cdot\rangle}\iota_{/}^{J}’.\rangle 2+.\frac{\rfloor}{2}\{\prime J_{7}\lrcorner\iota.\mathit{2}1\prime \mathrm{r}’.l_{Z_{\underline{\rangle}}}.\mathrm{I}_{1},’.\rangle$
$-k^{\mathit{2}}(. \frac{1}{2}|z_{1}|2|\iota/.|^{2}r+\mathit{2}\frac{1}{2}|z_{\mathit{2}}|.\mathit{2}|\iota_{/’|}\prime 12+\frac{1}{4}|]/^{f}1|^{\mathit{2}}|\iota/^{r}|2^{\cdot}+|\mathit{2}Z_{1}|.2|z_{\mathit{2}}|^{2}$
$- \langle \mathrm{I}_{1}^{\Gamma}/’,1_{\mathit{2}}^{\prime^{r}},.\rangle\langle z_{1}, Z_{\underline{\rangle}}.\rangle-\frac{1}{4}\{V_{1},$
$\ddagger_{\mathit{2}}/^{\prime^{r}}\rangle^{2}.-\langle Z_{1}^{\backslash }\ulcorner, Z_{\underline{\rangle}}.\rangle^{\mathit{2}})$.
$P_{l^{\urcorner}O}of\backslash \cdot$. (i) $X,$ $Y,$ $W\in\{_{\tilde{\triangleleft}\wedge}l.(\wedge\prime 4;\mathfrak{n}), \langle, \rangle\}$ $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{R}- \mathrm{t}.$) $\text{ ^{}\vee}\mathrm{p}\epsilon$) $‘ \mathrm{s}^{1}\mathrm{p}_{c}^{\Gamma}\mathrm{t}.(’ \mathrm{e}\{)-\mathrm{t}’ \mathrm{x}\cdot(-\cdot 1:\mathrm{n})$ . $..c/$ }
,
2 $\langle\nabla_{X}Y, W\rangle=\langle[\lrcorner\lambda’, \mathrm{I}’/], \nu V\rangle-\langle[Y, W], arrow \mathrm{x}^{\Gamma}\rangle-\langle[\lrcorner \mathrm{Y}_{7}1/\mathfrak{s}_{/]}^{r}, 1^{-}.\rangle$
. ,
$\nabla V_{1}+Z_{1}+r_{1}A(|_{\mathit{2}}’,.rZ.\mathit{2}++\uparrow\urcorner A\mathit{2}4)$ $=$ $-. \frac{1}{2}Jz_{1}^{1_{\mathit{2}}-}’\frac{1}{2}.J/.1’\prime Z_{2}’ \mathrm{z}1-.\frac{1}{2}l_{\backslash }:.l..\underline{)}\iota_{1}.\cdot$
$+‘ \frac{1}{2}[V_{1}, \iota_{/}^{r}.\mathit{2}]-k\int\prime_{\mathit{2}}..z_{1}$
$+‘ \frac{1}{2}k$ $\langle 1’/1, V_{2}\rangle-4+k\langle Z_{12}Z_{\mathit{2}}.. \rangle$ -4
.
(ii) R. BDR-type space $\{S_{k}(A;\mathfrak{n}), g\}$ Rielllanlliall
.
$\kappa_{k}(\pi)$ $=$ $\langle B.(\wedge\lambda_{1}^{f}, arrow \mathrm{x}_{2}^{7}.)(\lrcorner \mathrm{Y}2), x_{1}\rangle$
$=$ $\langle\nabla x_{1}\nabla x\underline{\cdot\rangle}X.\mathit{2}-\nabla x_{2}\nabla x_{\iota}\lrcorner\lambda_{\mathit{2}^{-}}\nearrow\nabla[X1\cdot x\underline{\cdot)}]\mathrm{r}\mathrm{Y},\mathit{2}, arrow\backslash 7[ \rangle$
$=$ $|\nabla_{X_{1}arrow\lambda|-}\prime \mathit{2}\mathit{2}\langle\nabla x_{1}x1,$ $\nabla_{X\underline{9}^{arrow}}\mathrm{x}\nearrow.\mathit{2}$ } $-\langle[arrow\iota_{\mathit{2}}’, [X\iota, -’\backslash ’\underline{\cdot)}]],$ $\wedge\nwarrow^{I}\mathrm{J}\}-|[-\lambda_{1\cdot\cdot \mathit{2}}’\iota’]$ I
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. , $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}1\iota 1111’C\mathfrak{i}$ . $\mathit{2}.5(\mathrm{i})$ ,




$- \langle(‘\frac{1}{2}k|1_{1}’/|^{\mathit{2}}.+k|Z_{1}|^{2})A4,$ $(. \frac{1}{2}k|V_{\mathit{2}}’|.\mathit{2}+k|z_{2}|\mathit{2})\Delta 4\rangle$
$-|. \frac{1}{2}k?\cdot\cdot 1/^{r}$.$+[\mathit{2}V1, \mathrm{T}_{\mathit{2}}/’\cdot]Y|+k\uparrow^{-}\cdot Z_{\mathit{2}}\mathit{2}$




$- \frac{1}{4}$ $\langle 1/_{1}r, V_{2}\rangle^{\mathit{2}}-\langle z_{1}, Z_{\underline{\rangle}}.\rangle^{\mathit{2}})$
$- \cdot.\frac{3}{4}|[V_{1}, V.\mathit{2}]+k7-\cdot Z2|^{2}-\frac{1}{\sim 4}k2.\mathit{2}|\mathcal{T}V_{\mathit{2}}.|^{\mathit{2}}-\frac{1}{4}k^{\mathit{2}}.?.2|z_{\mathit{2}}|2$
.
3 Wolter –
Lie $\mathfrak{n}(??_{\text{ }}, 7\gamma, \mathit{1};\mathbb{R})$ .




$n+1\leq i\leq n+\uparrow\gamma\iota\Rightarrow r¿+?7\iota+1\leq j\leq?\iota+m+l$ $\}$
, $E_{i_{:./}}.\cdot$ . $1\leq.i\leq 7l,$ $?\overline{l}+1\leq J\leq?l+\gamma^{-};?$ :
$??+\gamma\eta+1\leq k\leq?l+???$. $+\mathit{1}$ ,
$[E_{i},.E.\cdot,.]/\cdot,/^{k}=-[E_{/}.\cdot.\mathrm{x}.., Ej:./\cdot]=E_{j.\mathrm{A}}$.
. $\mathfrak{n}(??\cdot., 7\gamma l, \mathit{1};\mathbb{R})$ $\{E_{i_{:}}.’\cdot\}_{(}\dot{\iota},./\cdot)\in\backslash -$ ,
.
Wolter [W] .
Theorein 3.1 (Wolter). $2m+1$ Heiscnberg ($-l[.\gamma J\epsilon bl.(l$ .
$\{S_{k}(A4;\mathfrak{n}_{1})77\iota, g\}$ ( ) $\geq 1/\sqrt{)}$.
( $\mathrm{A}:>1/\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{y}}\Gamma_{2)}$ .
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$\mathit{2}n1+1$ Heisenberg algebra , Lie $\mathfrak{n}(\uparrow?, \uparrow\uparrow\overline{\iota}, \mathit{1};\mathbb{R})$
. , $\mathfrak{n}(1, \uparrow n, 1;\mathbb{R})$ $\mathit{2}?7\iota+$ Heisenberg
algebra. .
Theorein 3.2. $\{S_{k}(A_{\mathrm{i}}\mathfrak{n}(\uparrow?., t\gamma l, l,\cdot \mathbb{R})), g\}$ ( )
$k\geq- 1/\sqrt{2}(k>1/\sqrt{2})$ .
$P\uparrow-.Oo\mathit{1}\cdot 1\leq’ l\leq??,,$ $n+1\leq i\leq?l+?7\mathrm{t},$ $n+\uparrow 7l+1\leq k\leq tl+’|7?+/$, ,
$J_{E_{\mathrm{i},k}}.E_{i},./\cdot=E,\cdot.k$ $\prime J_{E},.\cdot E_{i}\mathrm{A}\cdot.\mathrm{A}\cdot=-E_{lj:}.$ .
.
Lelllllla, $\underline{)}_{15(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})}$. , \nearrow $[’+-\lambda^{r}+?\cdot A.,$ $l^{r},/+1^{r}’(l_{-}^{\mathrm{r}}’, \ddagger’\in()$ .
$X,$ $]’/\in\partial"\uparrow\tau\in \mathbb{R})$ $\pi$ $\kappa_{\mathrm{A}},(\pi)$ ,
.
$h_{\mathrm{A}:}(\pi)$ $=$ $- \cdot\frac{3}{4}|[[T, \iota\nearrow]+k\gamma’ Y|2-\frac{1}{4}k2.\cdot|?^{\mathit{2}}1^{r},’|2-\frac{\rfloor}{4}k.\mathit{2}\underline{.\rangle}|\gamma\cdot]’\text{ }.|^{2}$
$+ \frac{1}{4}|J\}’\prime U|^{\mathit{2}}.-\frac{1}{4}|[T|^{2}|Y|^{\mathit{2}}+\frac{1}{4}|\ell Jx^{V}|^{\mathit{2}}-\frac{1}{4/}|arrow \mathrm{f}|^{\mathit{2}}.|1^{r},|\underline{\rangle}$ (1)
$- \frac{1}{2}\langle JxU, J_{Y}V\rangle+\frac{1}{2}\langle U_{\mathrm{t}}V\rangle\langle X, 1^{I}’\rangle$ (2)
$+ \frac{1}{2}(\langle]_{X}V, .J_{Y}U\rangle-\langle_{\subset}]_{X}l_{-}r, .J_{Y}V\rangle)$ (.$\cdot$3)
$-‘. \frac{1}{2}(\frac{1}{4}|\mathfrak{c}I|^{2}|V|.2-\frac{1}{4}\langle[I, V\rangle^{\mathit{2}}+|X|\mathit{2}|Y|\mathit{2}-(arrow \mathrm{k}^{\gamma}, 1^{r}.\rangle^{2}.)$ (4)
$-(k^{\mathit{2}}- \frac{1}{i\mathit{2}})(.\frac{1}{2}|\iota’|^{2}|Y|2+‘\frac{1}{2}|V|^{2}|X|\mathit{2}-\{l_{-}^{T}, 1^{\mathit{1}’},r\rangle\langle\wedge\lambda’, Y\}$
$+ \frac{1}{4}|[;|2|]_{/’}r|\mathit{2}+|X|2|Y|\mathit{2}-\frac{1}{4}\langle\iota/r, \dagger^{r}.\rangle^{2}-\langle X, \iota^{r}.\rangle^{\mathit{2}}.)$ .
$-\lambda’,$ $Y,$ $U,$ $\mathrm{t}\nearrow$ $\{E_{i_{J}},\cdot\}_{(i_{J})\in},\cdot s$
– ,
, (1) $+(‘ 2)\leq 0$ . ,
$\langle J_{\lambda’}1/’, J_{Y}U\rangle-\langle.\int xU, .J_{Y}\mathrm{t}/\rangle r$ $\leq$ $|X||Y||r-I||1/|$
’
. $V=\alpha C;+W,$ $Y=\beta X+Z$ ( $\mathit{0}’,$ $\beta\in \mathbb{R},$ $W\in()$ with $\langle r_{-}\prime’-,$ $\mathrm{T}/\mathrm{T}^{\tau},\}=0$ .
$Z\in 3$ with $\langle$ X, $Z\rangle$ $=0)$ . ,







, $k\geq 1/\sqrt{2}$ , $\kappa_{k}(\pi)\leq 0$ .
, $k>1/\sqrt{2}$ , $\kappa_{k}(/\tau)<0$ .
$0$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2}|\mathfrak{c}’|^{2}|1^{\nearrow}.|\mathit{2}+‘\frac{1}{\mathit{2}}|\iota^{r},|^{2}|arrow \mathrm{x}’|2-\langle\int_{-}\oint, \iota\nearrow\rangle\langle\wedge\iota’, 1^{\prime’}.\rangle$
$+ \frac{1}{4}|\mathrm{L}^{T}|^{\mathit{2}}|V|\mathit{2}+|X|^{\mathit{2}}.|1\prime\prime|^{\mathit{2}}-\frac{1}{4}\langle \mathfrak{c}’, V\rangle^{\mathit{2}}.-\langlearrow\prime 1^{\gamma}, Y\rangle^{2}$
, $U+X+\uparrow-44$ $V+Y$ , $L^{f}=0.$,
$\lrcorner\lambda’=0,$ $\uparrow-=1$ . , $r^{\mathit{2}}|Y|^{\mathit{2}}\neq 0$ $\gamma^{2}|_{\backslash }\mathit{2}l^{f}|\underline{)}\neq 0$ ,
$k>1/\sqrt{\mathit{2}}$‘ , $\kappa_{k},(\pi)<0$ .





Theorem 4.1 (Boggino). $Da\mathit{7}7\iota ek-RicC- i$ spacc .
, .
Theorein 4.2. $\mathfrak{n}$ $|J_{Z}V|\leq|Z||V|.for-$. all, $V\in \mathfrak{d}a\uparrow?dZ\in\delta$
, $k\geq 1$ , spaces of $BDR-typ\epsilon’\{S_{k}(A;\mathfrak{n}), \mathit{9}\}$
$\text{ }$ .
$P_{l^{\mathrm{B}}OO}.f\cdot$. $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\iota|\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$. $2.5(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ $U+X+?_{A}\cdot 4,$ $l^{-},’+Y$ $(l_{-}^{7},/..\iota"/r\in$
$\mathfrak{d},$ $\wedge\iota^{\nearrow,Y}\in\partial$” $\Gamma\in \mathbb{R}$ ) $\pi$ $r_{\dot{\vee}k}(\pi)$ ,
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.$\kappa_{k}.(\pi)$ $=$ $- \cdot\frac{3}{4}|[C^{\gamma}, V]+k\uparrow-\cdot Y|\mathit{2}-\frac{1}{4}k^{\mathit{2}2}?-\cdot.|\iota\nearrow|^{\mathit{2}}-\frac{1}{4}hi.\gamma\cdot|\underline{\rangle}.21’.\ulcorner|^{\mathit{2}}$
.
$- \frac{1}{4}(|\lceil_{-}’|\mathit{2}|Y|^{\mathit{2}}-|J\mathrm{J}\prime l-T|^{\mathit{2}})-\frac{1}{4}(|\iota\nearrow|.\underline{)}|arrow\iota’|^{\mathit{2}}.-|.J_{X}\mathrm{t},\cdot|\underline{.\rangle})$ $(^{\overline{\mathrm{t}}}\prime \mathrm{J})$
$- \frac{1}{4}|[/r|^{\mathit{2}}.|Y|\mathit{2}-\frac{1}{4}|\iota/|^{\mathit{2}}/r.|X|2-.\frac{1}{2}\langle.Jx[-\cdot/^{7}, ]Y\iota.\cdot’\}r$ (6)
$- \frac{1}{4}|[T|\mathit{2}|\iota\nearrow|^{2}+\frac{1}{4}\langle \mathfrak{c}l, V\rangle^{\mathit{2}}.-|_{arrow \mathrm{x}}r|^{\mathit{2}}.|^{]\cdot|^{\mathit{2}}+\langle\rangle}.r.-\iota^{\Gamma},$
$1’\underline{)}$
$(\overline{(})$
$-‘ \frac{1}{\mathit{2}}\langle J_{\lambda}\prime U, ]_{Y}V\rangle+\frac{1}{2}\langle]_{\lambda}\prime V,$ $\prime J_{1’}\vee\iota’$ } (8)
$+\langle U, V\rangle\langle X, Y\rangle$ $(^{(}.\mathrm{J})$
$-(k^{2}-^{\iota}-)( \frac{1}{2}|U|^{2}|Y|^{\mathit{2}}+\frac{1}{2}|V|^{\mathit{2}}|X|^{2}-\langle[T, \mathrm{t}^{\gamma},\rangle\langle X, )$,”}
$+ \frac{1}{4/}|[r_{1|V}2|\mathit{2}-\frac{1}{4}\langle[^{\gamma_{?}}1^{\nearrow}\rangle^{\mathit{2}}.+|x|^{\mathit{2}}|1’.|.\mathit{2}-\langle X, 1^{r}/\rangle^{\mathit{2}}.)$.
$|J_{Z}V|\leq|Z||\iota\nearrow|$ for $V\in \mathfrak{d},$ $Z\in\partial$’ ,
(5) $\leq 0$ ,
(6) $\leq$ $- \frac{1}{4}|\zeta_{-}I|^{\mathit{2}}‘|Y|.\mathit{2}-\frac{1}{4}|\iota/|^{\mathit{2}}r|X|.\mathit{2}+\frac{1}{2}|x||U||Y|\text{ }$
$=$ $- \frac{1}{4}(|[I||Y|-|V||x|)^{\mathit{2}}$
$\leq$ $0$
. $V=c\iota-.\mathfrak{c}’+W,$ $1^{\nearrow}=\beta x+z(c)’.,$ $\beta\in \mathbb{R},$ $\nu\iota,\prime r\in()$ witlt $\langle l\ell^{-}, W\rangle=0$ ,
$Z\in 3$ with $\langle$ X, $Z\rangle$ $=0)$ . ,
$(\overline{(})+(8)$ $=$ $- \frac{1}{4}|\lceil_{-|}f.\mathit{2}|W|\mathit{2}-|X|^{\mathit{2}}|Z|2-\underline{.\frac{1}{)}}\langle.\int x^{l}-’,$ $.J_{Z}W$ ) $+. \frac{1}{2}\langle$ $\prime \mathit{1}_{X}$ It’, $Jz^{l_{-}^{r}}.\rangle$
$\leq$ $- \frac{1}{4}|[’|^{\mathit{2}}|w|^{2}-|X|^{\mathit{2}}|z_{1^{2}}+|X||z_{1}|l/’||W|$
$=$ $-(. \frac{1}{\mathit{2}}|\zeta T|-|w|-|X||z|)^{\mathit{2}}$
$\leq$ $0$
. [[ $+X+r_{4}4,$ $V+Y$ $| \backslash \int\mathrm{s}$ ,
(9) $=-\langle X, Y\rangle^{2}\leq 0$
.
, $k\geq 1$ , $\kappa_{k}(\pi)\leq 0$ . $\square$
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Lie $\mathfrak{n}(n, m, l;\mathbb{C})$ . $E_{i}.../$ , $F_{i_{:./}}\cdot$ $:=$




$[E_{i_{:./}}.\cdot, E_{/^{k}}.\cdot.]$ $=$ $-[E_{/^{\mathrm{A}}}.\cdot.\cdot., E_{j_{:}}.\cdot]/=E_{i_{:}\mathrm{A}}.$,
$[E_{i_{:/}}\cdot, F_{k}\dot,\cdot,]$ $=$ $-[F_{j.k}, E_{i_{:./}}\cdot]=F_{i_{\mathit{1}}k}..$ ,
$[F_{i_{J},k}..\cdot E,\cdot.]$ $=$ $-[E_{/}.\cdot k, Fi_{:}./\cdot]=F_{i.\mathrm{A}:_{\text{ }}}.\cdot$
$[F_{i}.,.F\cdot,]/\cdot,./^{k}$ $=$ $-[F_{/^{k}}.\cdot., F_{i},.]/\cdot=-Ei..\mathrm{A}$ .
. $\mathfrak{n}(n, m., \mathit{1};\mathbb{C})$ $\{E_{i,j}, F_{i_{/}}...\cdot\}(i_{J},\cdot)\in S$ ,
.
Theorem 4.3. $\{\mathrm{b}_{\mathrm{A}}^{\gamma},(.,4;\mathfrak{n}(\gamma\iota, m, l,\cdot \mathbb{C})), g\}$ ( )
, $k\geq 1(k>1)$ .
$P,’.Oo\mathit{1}’\cdot 1\leq i\leq r\iota,$ $7\iota+1\leq_{\dot{J}}\leq n+m,$ $?l+m$. $+1\leq k\leq n$. $+-’\uparrow t+$ [ ,
$.J_{E_{1.k}}Ei_{:}j$ $=$ $E_{k},\cdot.,$ $.J_{E_{k}},.E,\cdot \text{ }.\mathrm{A}..=-E_{l./}..$ ,
$J_{E_{\gamma \mathrm{A}}},\cdot Fi_{:}j$ $=$ $F_{j.k},$ $,J_{E_{l.k}}F./\cdot:^{k}=-F_{i_{:}j}$ ,
$]_{F_{\dot{\iota}.\prime;}}.E_{i,j}$. $=$ $F_{/^{k}}.\cdot,,$ $J_{F,,k./^{k}}.,F\cdot:=-E_{l\cdot./_{J}:}..$.
$J_{F_{t.\mathrm{A}}.i_{\dot{7}}}.F,$. $=$ $E_{\dot{j}}.k\prime J_{F_{\mathrm{A}}},\cdot.\cdot E_{/^{\mathrm{A}}}.\cdot.\cdot=-F_{j_{:./}}$ .
. $X,$ $l^{\nearrow}’,$ $L^{f},$ $\iota\nearrow$ $\{E_{i.j},’ F_{i:./}\cdot\}(i_{:./}.\cdot)\in s$ –
, ,
$|\prime J_{Z}l\gamma|\leq|Z||V|$ $\mathrm{f}_{()\mathrm{r}}.\mathrm{T}^{r},\text{ }\in()$ a,nnl $Z\inarrow()$ $([())$
. , (10) 4.2 , $k\cdot\leq 1$ ,
BDR-type $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}|\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\{\lambda_{-}\dot{\mathrm{b}}_{\mathrm{A}}’.(\wedge\cdot 4;\mathfrak{n}(\uparrow 7\cdot, m, l;\mathbb{C})), g\}$ ,
.
, 3.2 , $h>1^{-}$ , BDR-type space
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